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Amidst all the current palaver over jingoistic ditties, people seem to have forgotten that Sir Mark 
Elder was rather ungraciously relieved of his duties by the BBC - conducting the Last Night of the 
Proms, way back in 1990 - precisely because he expressed strong reservations about the insensitivity 
of trotting out those old warhorses at the time of the Gulf war.   

(For the record, he has since conducted the Last Night and included the aforesaid classics.) 

Knowing Mark as I do – we were colleagues and buddies on the music staff of the ENO back in the 
70’s – he was never one to withhold an opinion. That strength of character, often amounting to 
being downright difficult, was exactly what the Hallé Orchestra  in Manchester needed to put it back 
on its feet after years of try-out Music Director (dis-) appointments, following the death of Barbirolli. 

OK OK - time for a swift anecdote (groan). Hold your breath end count to ten.  

Asleep? 

Good, well here goes. 

About eighteen years ago now, Mark happened to be making a recording for Sony Classical with 
tenor Marcelo Álvarez. For better or worse Sony fixed the Philharmonique de Nice as their orchestra 
of choice for the project - some years after I’d left as its assistant conductor and gone freelance. Zela 
Terry, principal cellist, said to Mark at a session break “You’re English – do you know Errol 
Girdlestone?” “Good God” came the reply “there can only be one of those – how on earth do you 
know him?” “Well, he lives here, and I play in his orchestra, Syrinx!” 

I was of course unaware of this conversation until the phone rang and a voice said “Hello Errol, you’ll 
never guess who this is. I’m down here…” To which I replied “Surely not..mm. Can’t be…Mark?” 
Gales of laughter all round, and sure as eggs he was round here in Villeneuve that evening, straight 
after his afternoon recording session. He’d even brought a towel, so a quick shower (sweaty after all 
the conducting) and he stayed for dinner. We hadn’t seen one another for at least fifteen years, so a 
good deal of catching up to do, during which I told him the sad story about my putative appointment 
as Chorus Master of  L’Orchestre de Paris, having been chosen by the legendary Arthur Oldham. 
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Of course things then became so mired in Parisian political intrigue that it didn’t take off. I explained 
to Mark how very convenient it would have been for me to fly to Paris every week, spend two 
evenings taking rehearsals, and be back here before the third evening, just in time to rehearse with 
my local choir. Apart from that I had the Syrinx orchestra with its monthly symphony concert in 
Vence, rehearsals for which I could easily organise around the Paris schedule. Blissful scenario! 

 “OK, tell you what - you come and do the same thing for us at the Hallé. Direct flight 
Nice/Manchester (all-year-round in those days), take two weekly rehearsals with the Hallé Choir 
which we’ll fix on consecutive evenings, and you’ll be back in time for your Wednesday evening local 
choir. We‘re looking for somebody, if you’re interested.” 

You may well be horrified reading this, but that’s how it tends to work in the profession – quite a lot 
of the time anyway. Very often job advertisements, and even auditions or interviews, are simply 
box-ticking exercises. The real thing is down to personal choice and/or trusted recommendations, 
personal chemistry being of paramount importance in the performing arts. Like It or not, that’s the 
way it works, although nowadays in this ever encroaching world of international competitions and 
business (rather than state) financing, things are evolving a little differently…. 

Anyway – blow me down – two days after Mark’s departure from Nice I get a phone call : “Hello, this 
is the Hallé Orchestra – I’m the Chief Executive, John Summers.” Then, before I’d had a chance to sit 
myself down with a gin and tonic : “You might possibly remember me from Trinity College of Music. 
You used to teach me Harmony and Counterpoint.” “Yes, of course” I lied, racking my brains….  

“Well anyway, I don’t think this is going to work out – that is, if you don’t come and live here in 
Manchester.” 

“Oh no – that I’m afraid I am not going to do.”  

Syrinx orchestra – 1st violins and cellos partly hidden to right and left of picture. L’Orchestre des Concerts Syrinx– 1st violins and cellos mostly hidden on left and right. 
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“Well then, I’m sorry, but that’s it. We’ve got the new Bridgewater Hall, with plans to enlarge the 
Hallé choral activities substantially – choral concerts, youth choirs and things - so it’s vital the new 
Choral Director is in situ 24/7. I know Mark really wants you, but I’m sorry, it’s either that or ciao.” 

Well, I  had far too much going on here to give up. Susie had a good job in Monaco too - plus being in 
Manchester doesn’t quite compare with life down here on the Med. What a couple of extraordinary 
coincidences though  – first my old pupil being Chief Exec of the Hallé, and secondly the whole thing 
falling through, particularly after the Paris fiasco. Somehow God sends hidden messages - clearly I 
was not destined to be in charge of a large amateur chorus. Bugger it though, two plum jobs down 
the drain like that!  

Time for an anecdote antidote methinks – antedate back to the matter in hand - the blog….. 

OK, so here’s a letter to the Times from Simon Callow (not to be confused with what can only be 
described as Simon Cowell). It’s a propos Arne and Elgar :- 

He’s dead right of course – and I had no idea that the “glorious tune” in Elgar’s Pomp and 
Circumstance March No.1 found its way there by accident rather than design. Anyway, to test the 
waters I downloaded the Coronation Ode and played it through on the piano – Elgar’s commission 
for the coronation of Edward VII, which I’d never even heard before. Although it’s a well written 
enough piece, it doesn’t really take off until the Land of Hope and Glory tune comes around towards 
the end. Bloody marvellous – magnificent in fact! I can quite see why Edward (the King, not Elgar) 
wanted it as part of his coronation, even though nothing could have been further from Elgar’s mind 
when he originally wrote it. 

(Just for the record, No.1 is overshadowed in my humble opinion by the Pomp and Circumstance 
No.4 in G major, which is mercifully untainted by similar associations.) 

OK, so I accept that the words of Land of Hope and Glory could be deemed inappropriate by certain 
people in certain contexts, but for God’s sake not given current UK quotidian life, where such things 
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no longer have any significance beyond Monty Pythonesque sending up of typical British pomposity. 
Callow is dead right : even the flag-waving at the last night is part of a Ministry of Silly Walks lark. 
Look at the funny hats, the makeup, the swaying from side to side, Christmas cracker toys, letting off 
bangers etc - and it’s all so obvious. 

Also, digging a little deeper, how about these words from the first verse, which are never heard? 

Thine equal laws, by Freedom gained, 
 Have ruled thee well and long; 
 By Freedom gained, by Truth maintained, 
 Thine Empire shall be strong. 

Oppression written all over it, brothers, let us tear down this cruel Empire with its 

unequal laws, deprivation of freedom, and bald lies…… 

 

  OK – enough of that?  

 

 

Land of Hope and Glory done and dusted, how about Rule Britannia then? 

Well, by 1913 Britain admittedly held sway over 412 million people in an area covering  24% of 
Earth’s global land area, but that didn’t get properly under way until over 100 years after Rule 
Britannia was written. And by the way, the original words and punctuation are Rule Britannia! rule 
the waves, and  NOT  Rule, Britannia! Britannia rules the waves – into which it slid surreptitiously 
during the Victorian era. The original text is actually an exhortation to remain steadfast, and resist 
being cowed by Spanish naval vessels, rather than an affirmation of global sovereign power. 

The Poms (no, not a typo for Proms) began to colonise Africa as late as 1870. Rule Britannia was first 
performed in 1740 – a wee while beforehand, as  Nicola Sturgeon might say. 

Now, how about this? 

Guess what he’s been singing…? 
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Andrew Davis doing his informal joking bit with the Prommers  (probably complaining about having 
to conduct a black bass soloist .) C’mon - surely, yet another nail in the brouhaha coffin…. 

Wonderful names for a couple of singers 
of colour, aren’t they? We used to joke about it at 
the ENO – originally it was their private joke, but 
the pair being much appreciated at the time, it 
soon became part of the company repertoire.   

 

Sandra’s voice was absolutely magnificent – a mezzo to die for. We became firm friends, and she 
used to ask me to coach her privately when outside engagements popped into her diary – the Angel 
in Elgar’s Gerontius for example. We worked very closely on her role of Octavian in Strauss’s 
Rosenkavalier, which Mark (Elder) conducted, as well as other items in the ENO repertoire. I am very 
sorry to have lost contact with her because she was a truly lovely person. Feisty for sure, but with a 
heart of gold, and a stage personality to boot. Sadly her career finished surprisingly prematurely – I 
never quite knew why. 

One fine morning I walked into the canteen at the Coliseum during a rehearsal break for a quick cup 
of coffee, and there she was at a table with Willard, deep in conversation. I asked if I might join 
them, whereupon – without batting an eyelid - she flashed back “Go ‘way Errol Girdlestone. We 
don’t want you at this table – can’t you see when we’re enjoyin’ nice jungle talk?” Tail between my 
legs, I crept away abashed, only to be summoned back by a stentorian voice which filled the vast 
Edwardian canteen “Come back, stupid – we’ll get you a coffee.” 

Willard turned up at the ENO a tiny bit later than Sandra, again in an opera conducted by Mark – 
Verdi’s Il Trovatore – where Willard sang the role of Ferrando. In that same production I found 
myself dragged into the prompt box to help two singers who had to go onstage at the last minute : 
one, Margaret Haggart (I used to call her Mag the Hag, and being a good old Ozzie she thought it was 

Sandra Browne 

Willard White 
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a right old laugh) who was covering the mighty Rita Hunter as Leonora, and the other, baritone 
Christian du Plessis, was the understudy for Il Conte di Luna, the villain of Verdi’s piece. 

Mag the Hag was great – no problem, she just remained glued to the prompt-box the whole evening 
and never put a foot wrong. We knew each other well, she having sung one of the Rhinemaidens in 
the legendary Goodall Ring cycle on which I assisted, so all went swimmingly.  

On the other hand I’d never worked with Christian before, so wasn’t entirely surprised when he 
requested that I run through his role with him during the afternoon just prior to the show - 
principally to establish a working relationship, or so I assumed.  

You may or may not know that prompters in opera are not  there to correct mistakes, but to prevent 
them happening. By any means fair or foul, like throwing up words and musical cues just ahead of 
the singer, gesturing, pulling faces, making vowel shapes with the mouth, holding the singer on a 
long note, and then moving him/her on with suitable gestures – whatever it takes. Sometimes, as 
prompt, you feel quite like a puppeteer, or pregnant mother, as you pull the strings (or feed stuff 
through the umbilical cord) from your box at the front of the stage 

Here’s Christian – quite an imposing figure on 
the stage, and with a voice to match. 

Knowledge of the role? Not quite as 
impressive, as I was about to discover. The 
true reason he wanted to spend the 
afternoon with me was because he hardly 
knew the role much beyond a shaky first act. 

And he was onstage that evening - yikes! The 
London Coliseum, in front of 3000 people….? 

Thank God we had that afternoon session, as 
I was at least able to identify the places 
where he needed most help. There were 
some bits where I had to virtually sing the 
role for him, gesturing and grimacing in the 
manner of Nicola Sturgeon’s sign-language 
staff. 

  

He got through it somehow, then took me out to lunch at a posh restaurant a couple of days later. 
We had a lovely chat, during which I heard the odd story about the opera world in South Africa, his 
native land, which confirmed much of what Liza Connell had already told me. I must admit to not 
being wildly interested, as at that time I’d no idea the I’d be going there to work – still less to live for 
eight years! However one thing he and Liza never stopped saying was how beautiful a country it was. 
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It was almost as though they had been prompting me, as I’ve never stopped saying the same thing 
since I left there in 1985, leaving a large chunk of my heart behind. 

All of us leave a fair old chunk in Lumière, Provence, where Ristretto holds its Summer Academy. It 
really is the most perfect place imaginable for a week of choral singing. As Kingsley Amis said, choral 
singing is the most fun you can have with your clothes on, and doing it in the confines of a 17th 
century convent reinforces that concept. Don’t get me wrong now - save for the lovely swimming 
pool, which does require a certain déshabillé to enjoy properly, we’re all decently clad - as here, for 
example, in the courtyard shortly before dinner : 

Devastatingly sadly for 
all of us, we had to 
cancel this year’s 
annual jamboree, as I 
have mentioned 
previously. 
Unbeknown to most, 
however, Susie and I 
decided to spend part 
of  the usual week in 
situ for old times’ 
sake. She happened to 
let on to Gaby and 
Marion (above) who 
out of the goodness of 
their hearts decided 
to come and join us.  

 

We had a wonderful three days together, following which 
they both just managed to make it back to London before 
the new quarantine regulations came into force. 

 

But not before a certain piece of skulduggery had taken 
place of which I will not speak here. If you are at all 
interested you can find out more about it at the link 
below : 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0we_t8f0NLc&t=1694s 


